The information below will assist students in getting to and from the University of Maryland and provide some additional information about resources available throughout the university.

**Washington DC Metro Transportation**

Summer Metro Green Line Construction: Service on the Metro’s Green Line from the College Park Metro Station will shut down from July 22 to September 4 as part of a large summer maintenance plan. This will affect stations Fort Totten, West Hyattsville, Hyattsville Crossing Metro Station, College Park - U of MD, and Greenbelt. During this time, Metro will have shuttle buses available between the stations. Please check [https://www.wmata.com](https://www.wmata.com) for all updates regarding this change. Keep these closures in mind as you make your Summer & Fall commute plans!

**University of Maryland Shuttle Information**

**University of Maryland Map**

**University of Maryland Parking** - NEW!

---
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